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What kinds of life experiences has the dog had? Was he well socialized as a puppy? What 

kinds of behaviors have worked well for him so far in life? What kinds of “good” or “bad” 

habits has he developed? What kinds of things has he formed positive association with? 

Has he had negative experiences with anything? What has his education and training 

looked like, and what kinds of tools have been used to teach him? Does he have positive, 

trusting associations with his trainers, handlers, and family members as a result of his 

experiences? Has he developed the skills, understandings, and behavior patterns to 

navigate life successfully? Does he have trauma in his past? How has he been shaped by his 

life and learning so far? What kind of new learning could help him in the future? 

 

What do the dog’s external conditions, his home environment and daily lifestyle, look like? 

How does his current environment compare to the habitat and conditions for which he was 

bred? How many hours a day is the dog spending indoors vs. outside? What kind of 

exercise and opportunities to express natural behaviors is he getting? Are there stressful 

conditions in the home? What kind of social environment does the dog have? Are the 

relationships with other pets and people in the home stable, predictable, safe, and 

healthy? Are there certain environmental triggers that are setting the stage for specific 

behaviors or patterns? What kinds of tools are being used for the dog when confined, 

walking on a leash, etc.? Does the dog have enriching social and environmental 

experiences on a regular basis? Changing circumstances set different stages for behavior. 

 

What genes does the dog carry that might influence his behavior? What natural behaviors 

might be emerging as his historically selected instincts meet the modern pet lifestyle? Are 

events in his world accidentally triggering genetic responses that he was actually bred to 

express but are wreaking havoc in the pet home? Are his instincts well-matched to his 

environmental habitat and lifestyle or is he suffering behaviorally and psychologically in 

captivity or mismatched conditions?  Are some of these natural behaviors or 

communications simply being misread, mismanaged, or misunderstood?  If you are unsure 

of the dog’s ancestry, you can The Dog Key® app here to identify any primary genetic 

influence in the dog in order to shed light on this factor in his behavior. 

 

What are the dog’s internal conditions like? How might his age or development explain or 

be influencing his behavior? How is his sex and reproductive status (or nursing/maternal 

status in the case of females) affecting him? Is he healthy, free of parasites, and of proper 

weight and condition? Could there be other medical issues, injuries, infections, diseases, 

disabilities, chronic pain or other conditions that might contribute to irritable, aggressive, 

or other strange behaviors? What are the characteristics of this individual dog that need to 

be taken into account, such as his unique quirks and preferences? If a sudden change in 

behavior can’t be linked to any recent environmental changes for the dog, there is likely a 

new internal condition at the heart of the problem. 
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